Secretary of State for Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Affairs
Rt. Hon Elizabeth Truss MP
King Charles Street
London
SW1A 2AH
Scottish Ministers
Scottish Government
St. Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh
EH1 3DG
26 April 2022
Dear Foreign Secretary and Scottish Ministers,
Public Monies Granted to Companies Owned by Yuri Lopatinsky
Further to $camon $cotland’s letter dated 31 March 2022, could you please provide information
on the amount of public money granted to companies owned by Yuri Lopatinsky since he came
to the UK and was awarded a British passport in the late 1990s as well as other information on
the ‘Moscow broker’ (see below for more specific details). Please consider this a formal request
for information via the relevant FOI and Environmental Information regulations.

In particular, how can the Scottish Government justify awarding Associated Seafoods and Loch
Fyne Oysters (companies owned by Yuri Lopatinsky via Scottish Seafood Investments/Farm
Originals) £177,452 of public money via Covid grants to a money launderer with links to
Russian security agencies, dirty Russian money and dodgy deals involving Mohamed Amersi,
Leonard Bogdan and other oligarchs?

Note that Northern Link transferred ownership of Scottish Seafood Investments in 2019 to Farm
Originals:

Note that Farm Originals - registered via Companies House - is owned by Yuri Lopatinsky at an
address listed as 10A Charlotte Square in Edinburgh. And accounts for Farm Originals filed in
Luxembourg reveal that Yuri Lopatinsky is the controlling owner:

Earlier this month (18 April 2022), $camon $cotland raised the issue of money laundering with
the Royal Bank of Scotland who has bankrolled companies owned by Yuri Lopatinsky:
From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 18, 2022 at 9:39 AM
Subject: Money laundering by RBS-funded Yuri Lopatinsky (owner of Associated Seafoods)

To: <James.Abbott@natwest.com>, <Claire.French@natwest.com>,
<Rachael.neill@natwest.com>
Please pass onto your fraud/money laundering department and management team (including
Eileen Tocher):
Does Natwest (owner of RBS) have a comment in relation to financial support by the Royal
Bank of Scotland to Associated Seafoods and other companies owned by Yuri Lopatinsky?
Press Release: Lopatinsky' Laundromat: How Dirty Russian Money Corrupted $cottish $almon
(19 April 2022)
More details via: Lopatinsky's Laundromat (Part 1): AVISMA - A Case Study in Corruption,
Corporate Fraud & Money Laundering (17 April 2022)

What money laundering checks did RBS perform on Yuri Lopatinsky before bankrolling his
companies?
For example:
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/business/3482483/buckie-seafood-firm-creating-60-newjobs-after-2-7m-investment/
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/business/local/1593017/lossie-seafoods-aims-to-boostexports-with-help-of-new-funding/
The Herald featured a photo of Eileen Tocher of RBS with executives of Associated Seafoods in
2018: https://www.heraldscotland.com/business_hq/17003165.salmon-smoker-secures-bankfunding-amid-export-drive/

Is Natwest/RBS in the business of lending money and bankrolling money launderers?
A swift reply would be much appreciated.
Thanks,
Don Staniford
$camon $cotland
Neither Natwest nor the Royal Bank of Scotland has replied to $camon $cotland’s reasonable
questions.

As background, $camon Scotland wrote last month (31 March 2022) to the UK Government and
Scottish Ministers raising red flags about Yuri Lopatinsky about his ongoing seafood business
interests in Scotland via Associated Seafoods and Loch Fyne Oysters (letter re-enclosed in full
below for easy reference).

The UK Government swiftly replied on 1 April 2022:

The letter dated 1 April 2022 included:

A new report – ‘Lopatinsky's Laundromat (Part 2): Dishonour Among Thieves’ – published
today (26 April 2022) lifts the lid further on the dirty Russian money which has flooded into the
‘Scottish’ salmon farming and seafood industry via Yuri Lopatinsky’s secret web of companies.

In addition to his ownership of a significant chunk of the ‘Scottish’ seafood industry via Scottish
Seafood Investments/Farm Originals (Associated Seafoods, Moray Seafoods, Lossie Seafoods,
ASL Buckie, Pride of Scotland, RR Spink & Sons and Loch Fyne Oysters), Yuri Lopatinsky is
the owner of the Charlotte Square Collection (which owns 21 Georgian townhouses in and
around Edinburgh’s New Town) through offshore firms.
“The Charlotte Square Collection is managed by CORRAN PROPERTIES Limited on behalf of
Fordell Estates Limited,” states the website of The Charlotte Square Collection. The website of
Corran Properties lists one of Yuri Lopatinsky’s business deals at Ardyne Point in Argyll (where
The Scottish Salmon Company built their Toward processing plant):

Corran Properties states on their website that: "The financial viability of the scheme necessitated
grant assistance from Scottish Enterprise with whom we worked closely to negotiate a multimillion pound support package".
Did the sale of such a key strategic property – steeped in naval history and close to the bolt-hole
of the “Son of Putin’s KGB comrade” at Knockdow House (not to mention near the Faslane
nuclear submarine base – a "high priority target" for Russian "precision strikes" in the event of a
war) – not ring alarm bells with UK and Scottish Government security agencies?
When Scottish Salmon Watch visited the Toward facility in September 2020 we saw at first hand
the ethically bankrupt nature of ‘Scottish’ salmon farming:

In November 2018, when Yuri Lopatinsky still owned The Scottish Salmon Company via SIX
SIS AG, a whistleblower working at the Toward facility at Ardyne Point leaked photos of
welfare abuse and hygiene failures.

The whistleblower told Scottish Salmon Watch:

It is an international disgrace that Associated Seafoods – secretly owned by Yuri Lopatinsky via
Scottish Seafood Investments/Farm Originals – is still “flying the flag for Scottish exports” for
‘Team Scotland’ at Seafood Expo Global in Spain this week (as reported yesterday by The Press
& Journal).

How much public money has been used to send ‘Team Scotland’ to Seafood Expo Global and
other trade shows around the world involving seafood companies owned by the ‘Moscow broker’
Yuri Lopatinsky?
Please detail government grants, subsidies, investments and other monies received by companies
owned by Yuri Lopatinsky since he came to the UK in the late 1990s.
Please also detail any correspondence including letters and emails in relation to Yuri Lopatinsky
since 1997 (the date he is believed to have taken up residence in Edinburgh) – including details
of his British passport, business interests and links to Russian spy agencies.
Please include any correspondence with the French Government in relation to Yuri Lopatinsky’s
Château De La Cômbe ‘organic’ vineyard including business dealings with Angus MacMillan of
Joli Vin.
Please include any information linking Yuri Lopatinsky to Roman Abramovich – including any
meetings in 2015 aboard Abramovich’s ‘Eclipse’ super-yacht and at Lopatinsky’s Ardyne
Estate/Farm – and other Russian oligarchs as well as businessmen such as Mohamed Amersi,
Aleksandr Barunin, Leonard Bogdan and Ernst Stauffer who have had dealings in Russia.
As context, ‘Lopatinsky's Laundromat (Part 2): Dishonour Among Thieves’ cites a business
connection to Yuri Lopatinsky and Michael Matlin (named last month by The New York Times
as Abramovich’s bag man and operated a network of shell companies) via the AVISMA fraud
scandal.
The closest physical connection between Lopatinsky and Abramovich (that is in the public
domain at least) came in 2015 when Abramovich’s super yacht ‘Eclipse’ sailed close to
Lopatinsky’s Ardyne Point and the Ardyne Estate. The Mirror reported in July 2015:

The Daily Mail reported in July 2015:

The Guardian reported last month (12 March 2022):

[Remember that Sir Michael Peat and Charlie Peat are connected to Michael Matlin via the
Regeneration Group]
The Sunday Mail reported last month (27 March 2022) that Yuri Lopatinsky owns Ardyne Farm
near Dunoon:

Please provide the information electronically.
Please provide a receipt for this FOI request.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland

Cc:
Scottish Ministers
David Davis MP
Liam Byrne MP
Chris Bryant MP
Paul Sweeney MSP
Sarah Boyack MSP
Willie Rennie MSP
Mark Ruskell MSP
Patrick Harvie MSP
Ariane Burgess MSP

Secretary of State for Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Affairs
Rt. Hon Elizabeth Truss MP
King Charles Street
London
SW1A 2AH
31 March 2022
Dear Foreign Secretary,
Red Flag for Yuri Lopatinsky (owner of Associated Seafoods & Loch Fyne Oysters)
Further to the comments by Liam Byrne MP in the House of Commons on 17 January 2022
naming Yuri Lopatinsky as a person “with close connections to the SVR and FSB” (as well as
Mr Amersi), please read a dossier outlining the shady business interests of the ‘Moscow broker’
(as Yuri Lopatinksy is called in Bill Browder’s book ‘Red Notice’) including his current
ownership of Associated Seafoods and Loch Fyne Oysters (via Scottish Seafood Investments
which is owned by Yuri Lopatinsky’s Farm Originals):
Yuri Lopatinsky: The Spy Who Laundered $almoney for the Russian/Norwegian $almafia
The Sunday Mail reported on Yuri Lopatinsky’s closeness to the First Minister of Scotland (his
address is listed at 10A Charlotte Square and he also owns 4 and 8 Charlotte Square – Nicola
Sturgeon lives in Bute House at 6 Charlotte Square – and the Charlotte Square Collection) via:
“Mysterious millionaire oligarch with links to Russian spy owns property next to Nicola
Sturgeon’s official residence” (27 March 2022)

The Ferret (27 March 2022) also quoted Liam Byrne MP via an article headlined “Scots property
investor Lopatinsky denies links to Russian security agencies”:
“As Britain throws wide its sanctions net, it’s now vital Yuri Lopatinsky explains any and every
relationship with Russian intelligence agencies along with any and every connection to a web of
Russian linked tycoons. Parliament will be ruthless in demanding our foreign secretary sanctions
every single profiteer from Putin’s regime. So now is the time for Mr Lopatinsky to put his cards
on the table or face MPs using parliamentary privilege to lay out the full dossiers of what we’ve
received about his affairs”.
Even without access to the ‘full dossiers’ from “well-placed sources in the Kremlin” (as Liam
Byrne MP phrased it in the House of Commons on 17 January 2022), Yuri Lopatinsky’s close
connections to “dark money from dubious sources” are abundantly clear.
I encourage you to read a prospectus for the Russian Federation First Mercantile Fund listed on
the Bermuda Stock Exchange in 2006 which includes biography details for ‘President’ Yury
Lopatinsky (his name is spelled in several different ways including Yuriy Lopatynskyy, Yuri
Lopatinski and Yuri Lopatinsky) and provides a fascinating insight into the financial investment
strategies of Putin’s new Russia and how Yuriy Lopatinsky’s Russian Federation First
Mercantile Fund avoided tax in Cyprus.
An audit report authored by KPMG Chartered Accountants in Bermuda in September 2009
detailed eye-popping assets of the Russian Federation First Mercantile Fund with over $123
million in assets in 2008 and $54 million invested in corrupt companies such as Gazprom, Lukoil
and Rosneft in 2009:

From the financial information detailed above, it seems that the £17 million used to buy
Lighthouse Caledonia in 2009; undisclosed investments in Associated Seafoods (Moray
Seafoods and Lossie Seafoods) in 2011 and in Loch Fyne Oysters in 2012; and further injections
of cash into Lighthouse Caledonia (renamed The Scottish Salmon Company in 2010) came from
dirty Russian money.
All the published material – with the prospect of further evidence coming out in the wash via
Liam Byrne MP’s “well-placed sources in the Kremlin” – raises serious question marks
regarding the legitimacy of Yuri Lopatinsky’s status in the UK and the circumstances
surrounding the award of his British passport (understood to be in the late 2000s). If Yuri
Lopatinsky has acted on behalf of ‘Putin’s People’ and is still profiteering from Putin’s regime
then sanctions must surely be brought swiftly against the neighbour of Nicola Sturgeon.
I must declare a personal interest here as a report – ‘$cottish $camon’ - I published in February
2019 triggered a threat of legal action in May 2019 by Yuri Lopatinsky’s lawyers Woods Whur
in Leeds. Mr Lopatinsky’s lawyers demanded removal of the report – which is still publicly
available online as I deemed it factually correct – claiming it was “ill-founded”.
Moreover, in November 2021 it was revealed via The Ferret and The Herald that the former
chief executive of The Scottish Salmon Company and Managing Dirtector of Salmon Scotland
(Craig Anderson) hired a private investigator in 2018 to write an ‘Intelligence Report’ on myself
and Corin Smith (a GPS tracking device was found under Corin Smith’s car leading to an
investigation by Police Scotland). Craig Anderson – who worked in Russia for two decades – is
currently the Chairman of Loch Fyne Oysters (owned by Yuri Lopatinsky via Farm
Originals/Scottish Seafood Investments) and Company Director of Associated Seafoods (also
(owned by Yuri Lopatinsky via Farm Originals/Scottish Seafood Investments).
Yury Lopatinsky was also named in the ‘Panama Papers’ as Director of BAMI First Mercantile
in Cyprus along with convicted Russian spy Arne Treholt (a Norwegian diplomat).
Following Liam Byrne MP’s disclosure about Yuri Lopatinsky’s spy ties via Parliamentary
privilege in the House of Commons in January 2022 (which I was only alerted to some 10 days
ago), I found myself once again investigating the scam of Scottish salmon and, in particular, the
involvement of Mr Lopatinsky who I describe in my new report as a $almoney launderer acting
on behalf of the $almafia.
The assertion that Yuri Lopatinsky is guilty of siphoning dirty money from Russia via a secret
network of accounts and companies in Cyprus, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Norway, the British
Virgin Islands and Scotland is well founded and grounded in published material and credible
source documents. Please cross-reference with your own intelligence and the “well-placed
sources in the Kremlin”.
Of particular interest is an ‘Extended Company Report’ for Scottish Seafood Investments and a
‘Company Report’ for LLF Farm Originals S.A. (both published in Luxembourg by Dato
Capital) which reveal the ownership of Yuri Lopatinsky. You are encouraged to explore
Lopatinsky’s labyrinth more deeply via a ‘Director Report’ and ‘International Executive Report’

published via reports from Dato Capital (I could not afford the £140+ fees but would welcome
access to the reports – my email is salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com).
Yuri Lopatinsky’s shell game - disguised via companies registered in Luxembourg, Jersey, the
British Virgin Islands and the UK - can be summarised as follows:
Farm Originals (owned by Yuri Lopatinsky) owns Scottish Seafood Investments (formerly
owned by Yuri Lopatinsky’s Northern Link and The Scottish Salmon Company) which in turn
owns Associated Seafoods (owner of Moray Seafoods, Lossie Seafoods and R. R. Spink & Sons,
which was previously part of the Dawnfresh Group) and Loch Fyne Oysters.
Here’s a visual representation of the web of companies owned and controlled by Yuri Lopatinsky
at various points in his career (with web-links embedded in the graphics for reference):

Previously, Yuri Lopatinsky’s Northern Link Ltd - a global private equity investor advised by
Edinburgh-based First Mercantile Partners (itself controlled by Yuri Lopatinsky) - bought
Lighthouse Caledonia in 2009 (later renamed The Scottish Salmon Company in 2010) with a
Swiss-based shareholding via SIX SIS AG which was sold in 2019 to Bakkafrost (whose largest
shareholder is the Norwegian Government).
Salmon Business reported in September 2019 that Yuri Lopatinsky’s shareholding in The
Scottish Salmon Company rose twelve-fold in value since 2011 and was valued at EUR 370
million. “Adjusted for dividends, most of the investment is pure profit,” reported Aslak Berge.
“However, this is not the first time Lopatinsky has made a big cut. He was the founder of
Russia’s answer to Google, Rambler. In selling this company, he earned somewhere between
USD 500 and USD 600 million. He used these funds, among other things, to buy The Scottish
Salmon Company.”
Yuri Lopatinsky – via SIX SIS AG in Switzerland – is understood to currently own shares in
Mowi, SalMar, Leroy, Grieg Seafood, Bakkafrost (parent company of The Scottish Salmon
Company) and GM salmon giant AquaBounty (a company who trialed GM salmon on the shore
of Loch Fyne at Otter Ferry in the 1990s).
All the evidence points to Yuri Lopatinsky using Lighthouse Caledonia and The Scottish Salmon
Company as well as Associated Seafoods (Moray Seafoods and Lossie Seafoods) and Loch Fyne
Oysters (bought via Scottish Seafood Investments – originally owned by Northern Link and The
Scottish Salmon Company and more recently transferred to the ownership of Farm Originals –
which was registered in Jersey and Luxembourg but is now registered in the British Virgin
Islands) to clean dirty money: millions of dollars of which was earned via investments in corrupt
Russian companies.
The role of the Scottish Government in turning a blind eye and failing to investigate Yuri
Lopatinsky’s links to Russian intelligence and dark money must be seriously questioned. Back
in 2010, Environment Minister Roseanna Cunningham supported Lighthouse Caledonia’s
rebranding as The Scottish Salmon Company (posing shamelessly between two flaccid farmed
salmon held aloft by executives of the Yuri Lopatinsky-owned company).

Did the Scottish and UK Government support Yuri Lopatinsky’s application for a British
passport in return for a hefty injection of $almoney into the salmon farming and seafood sector in
Scotland? How did Yuri Lopatinsky slip through the net undetected for 15 years?

Indigo PR – who still act as Yuri Lopatinsky’s public relations team in Scotland – used the word
“safeguarding” in March 2009 in the context of “an inward investment deal worth £17m,
safeguarding over 200 jobs in Scotland” by Northern Link and First Mercantile (the latter was
described as having “offices in Edinburgh, Moscow and Cyprus”). However, it is clear that the
Scottish Government failed to safeguard the threat posed by the “Mysterious millionaire oligarch
with links to Russian spy [who] owns property next to Nicola Sturgeon’s official residence”.
It beggars belief that Scottish Ministers failed to notice the spy connected to “a web of Russian
linked tycoons like Aleksandr Barunin, Leonard Bogdan and Ernst Stauffer” (as stated by Liam
Byrne MP on 25 March 2022) living in plain sight in Charlotte Square.
As Scottish Labour MSP Sarah Boyack told The Sunday Mail (27 March 2022): “This is a
worrying revelation. Every effort must be made to counter the influence of Russian and Russianaligned millionaires in Scotland and the rest of the UK.”
“We will take any action we can within our current powers to ensure that those linked to the
Putin regime do not use Scotland as a base for their assets,” a Scottish Government spokesperson
told The Ferret (27 March 2022). The Ferret reported further (27 March 2022):

I can only echo the sentiments expressed above and hope that the UK Government as well as the
Scottish Government closes the net on salmon spy Yuri Lopatinsky.
Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland
Cc:
Scottish Ministers
David Davis MP
Liam Byrne MP
Chris Bryant MP
Paul Sweeney MSP
Sarah Boyack MSP
Willie Rennie MSP
Mark Ruskell MSP
Patrick Harvie MSP
Ariane Burgess MSP

